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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let N be a number field, i.e., an extension of finite degree of the field Q of 
rational numbers, normal over a subfield K with relative Galois group r. 
Suppose moreover that N is tame, i.e., at most tamely ramified over K. Then 
one knows that the ring oN of algebraic integers in N, when considered as a 
module over the integral group Z’r, is locally free and thus defines an 
element 
in the locally free classgroup Cl(U) of ZK There is now a well-developed 
general theory for the invariant UN/K, and in particular one knows that 
where D(W) is the so-called kernel group, i.e., the kernel of the ring 
extension map Cl(U) + Cl(‘iUI), !UI being a maximal order in the rational 
group ring W (cf. [5]). Th ere is moreover a surprising connection between 
u N,K and the values of the Artin rootnumbers, i.e., the constants in the 
functional equation of the Artin L-functions, for symplectic characters of I’. 
The first theorem, which in a sense started off the whole development in this 
general area, gave an explicit equation between U,,, and the rootnumber for 
K = Cl! and r= H, , the quaternion group of order 8 (cf. (21). Since then 
many other such equations for wider classes of groups were found (cf. 
[ 1,3,5]), but none a direct generalisation of the original one for H,. Indeed 
the case of the generalised quaternion group Hzn of 2-power order 2” seemed 
to be relatively difftcult, and does in fact present novel features of its own. In 
the present paper we settle the problem completely for relative tame 
extensions N/K with Galois group Hz”, all n > 3; in particular we now have 
an explicit generalisation of the original result for N/Q and H,. 
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Remarks. We are allowing ourselves a certain laxity in terminology and 
notation. Strictly speaking we are considering a fixed abstract group r (e.g., 
r= HB), and we should then not call I’ “the” Galois group of a particular 
extension N/K, but instead consider isomorphisms rz Gal(N/K), as 
“representations” of r as Galois group. Nevertheless, once one is aware of 
this, our vaguer terminology should not cause confusion. Moreover U,,, and 
the values of the rootnumbers will in general not only depend on the variable 
extension N/K but on the actual isomorphism rg Gal(N/K). This is not 
indicated in our notation-and in fact for the particular groups H,, 
considered here the relevant rootnumbers as well as U,,, remain unaffected 
by a change of isomorphism rz Gal(N/K), for fixed N/K. 
We recall the definition of our groups: 
H2”=(~,~(~2=a2”-2,~4=1,~-1u~=u-1) (1.2) 
(n > 3). One knows that (cf. [6]) 
D(ZH,n) z f 1. (1.3) 
Write U&,, for the image of U,,, under this isomorphism. Thus 
Iv;,, = fl. (l-4) 
On the other hand H,, has symplectic representations T, where 
q2”-’ = 1; T(o) = (1.5) 
If 19 is the character of T then the Artin rootnumber W(iV/K, 6’) has value 
kl. Moreover all such characters B are algebraically conjugate over CL, and 
in the tame case this implies that they have all the same values (cf. 
[B, Theorem 7.41). We denote this common value by IV;,,. Thus 
Then we shall prove 
w;,, = f 1. (1.6) 
THEOREM 1 (First formulation). 
(i) Ifr= Hs then U& = Wh,K 
(ii) Ifr= H2”, n > 3 then U;,, = 1. 
Remark. For K = 62, and for H,, as well as for H,., n > 3, one can show 
that both values -tl and -1 occur infinitely often as Wk,,. 
We shall now give a second, more sophisticated, but more natural 
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formulation of the theorem, in which the artificiality of case distinction 
disappears. 
Let for the moment r be again an arbitrary finite group. We denote by R, 
the additive group of virtual characters of r, i.e., the free Abelian group on 
the (absolutely) irreducible characters, and by Ri the subgroup generated by 
the symplectic characters. Let E be a sufficiently large numberfield, which in 
the present context means that E contains the values x(y) for all y E r, 
x E R, (or for all 1 irreducible), and that E is normal over Q. Let 
C = Gal(E/Q) be the Galois group, U(E) the group of unit ideles of E, i.e., 
of ideles which are units at all finite prime divisors. Then Z acts on R,, by 
x”(y) =x(y)“, and on U(E). Denote by Homf (R,, U(E)) the subgroup of 
Horn, (R,, U(E)) of maps f withfh), > 0 whenever x E Ri and p is infinite 
(real or complex). This group is independent of the particular choice of E 
and there is a canonical surjection (cf. [5, AI, II]), 
q: Horn; (Rr, U(E)) -+ D(U). (1.7) 
Next for 4 E R, let 6 be its contragredient or complex conjugate, and let 
Tr(#) = d + $. Then Tr is a homomorphism R, -+ R”, and we consider the 
group Hom,(RS,lTr(Rr), f 1). We define a homomorphism t’ from this group 
into Horn,+ (Rr, U(E)). If fe Horn, (Ri/Tr(R,), fl) we give the values 
t’fti)p for all prime divisors p of E and all irreducible characters x: 
t’f(0rh =f (x + Tr(R,)) if 1 is symplectic, p finite, 
= 1 otherwise. 
One verities that the definition is consistent. Composing with q (cf. (1.7)) 
one now obtains a homomorphism introduced by Cassou-Nogues 
q 0 t’ = t: Hom,(R”,/Tr(R,), f 1) + D(ZT). (1.8) 
The fact that always W(N/K, 4 + 6) = 1 and that W(N/K,x) = W(N/K,X”) 
if x E RF, u E C, whenever N/K is tame, shows that the map 
x +P WV/K xl, XERs. 
defines an element 
We then have the 
W,,, E Hom,(R~/‘WR,), f 1). 
BASIC CONJECTURE. tWNIK = t!Jv,,. 
This has been proved for many groups r. Here we prove it for r= H,,,. 
Indeed we have 
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THEOREM 1 (second formulation). For 
The connection between the two formulations is obtained as follows. 
Firstly the fact that for Hz” there is exactly one E-orbit of irreducible 
symplectic characters, implies that Hom,(R;/Tr(R,.), f 1) z f 1, the 
isomorphism being given by evaluating the maps f at one of the irreducible 
symplectic characters. In conjunction with (1.3) the equivalence of the two 
formulations follows from 
PROPOSITION 1, (i) If r = H, then t is an isomorphism. 
(ii) Ifr= Hz,,, n > 3 then t is null. 
The proofs are based on the theory of [5]. We use again the “method of 
congruences”, as in many cases before-however, this time with a difference: 
The Galois-Gauss sums and the norm resolvents do not now separately 
satisfy the required congruences, but cancel each other out. In addition we 
shall also need a further general theorem on localisation of resolvents, which 
in the precise form required is not in the literature. This is stated and proved 
for arbitrary groups r in Section 2, where we also briefly indicate other 
applications of it. The proof of Theorem 1 and of the proposition then follow 
in Sections 3, 4 and the Appendix contains all required results on 
Galois-Gauss sums. 
Just as on previous occasions the fact that all the complicated 
computations do-for no obvious reason-end up with the desired result, 
leaves one with the suspicion that the real background of this methods has 
yet to be discovered. 
2. LOCALISATION OF RESOLVENTS 
Let L be a normal extension field of a field F of characteristic zero with 
finite Galois group r, let E be an algebraic extension of L normal over F, 
T: T-t GL,(E) a representation, x the associated character of r with values 
in E and B a commutative F-algebra. Let r act on L Of B via L, and let a 
be a free generator of L OF B over the group ring B(T). We define the 
resolvent by 
(a Ix) = Det(Za” 7’(y)-‘). (2.1) 
Now we have for cr E Gal(E/F), 
(a If’)” = (a Ix) de&(a). 
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Here de@) = Det T(u”), where n: Gal(E/F) + Gal(L/F) = r is the Galois 
group surjection. 
Now let k be a subfield of F, with [F: k] finite, E/k normal and suppose 
that B = F 0, B’. For some right transversal (CO} of Gal(E/F) in Gal(E/k), 
i.e., a complete set of representatives in Gal(E/k) of embeddings F + E over 
k, write 
(2.3) 
This still depends on the choice of (01. 
Again let N/K, as in Section 1, be a tame normal extension of number 
fields with Galois group r and let p be a prime divisor of K. Let K, be the 
completion of K at p and NP that of N at some fixed prime divisor above p. 
We shall use the definitions of resolvents in two situations, firstly the 
semilocal one when F = K, L = N, B = K,, and k = Q, r = Gal(N/K), and 
secondly the local one, when F = B = K,, L = I?+,, k = QD, where Q, is the 
completion of Q in K,, and now r is replaced by A = Gal(N,/K,). 
We fix an embedding s: N+ N,, and this yields an embedding A c r and 
induces a surjection s @ 1: N ox Kp-+ N,. Let (JJ~}[~{ (7, = 1) be a right 
transversal of A in r. Let o,, o, be the global rings of integers, oNp, oKP the 
local ones-with the convention that if p is infinite then oNP = N, etc. The 
map ni y;’ 0 (s @ 1) 
is an isomorphism 
of oKp-algebras and oKP r-modules, where the product on the right has the 
structure of r-module induced by the A-module o,~. This implies the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let a be a free generator of oNp as o,, A-module. Let b 
be the element of oN 0, o+ with 
b , so1 =a bS’;“‘(S@l) = 0 (i > 1). 
Then b is a free generator of o, 0, oKp as o+ r-module. 
Remark. By tameness an element a as above does exist. 
In order to formulate and prove the localisation theorem we have to 
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describe carefully the Galois action on ideals, and the associated maps. Let 
then E be a number field, normal and of finite degree over Q, so that all 
characters of r and of A correspond to representations over E, and so that E 
contains N. We fix once and for all a prime divisor Cp of E and an 
embedding s: E --t E,, extending the given embeddings K + K,, N + N,. We 
get an embedding & = Gal(E&4J+Z = Gal(E/Q) again denoted by s 
(more precisely by cr H s(o)) and given by 
p7 = -p)s, UE‘&,XEE. (2.4) 
Corresponding to each embedding r: E + E, we get a prime divisor ?), of 
E above p and every prime divisor of E above p is of this form. We fix once 
and for all a set R of embeddings r in biunique correspondence with the 
prime divisors of E above p, under the map r t-+ ‘$3, and containing our 
original canonical choice S, with P, = ‘$3 of course. From our point of view 
the fields Eqr all coincide with EFo, and thus the product I& E$ indexed by R 
may be viewed as the subgroup of the idele group J(E) of E, concentrated at 
primes above p. (S* always stands for the multiplicative group of invertible 
elements in a ring S). 
Let R, be the subset of R of embeddings r for which VP, lies above p. We 
may then assume that the restriction of r E R, to K coincides with the 
restriction of the canonical embedding s. For each r E R, we get a surjection 
(r@ l):E@KKp+Eg, (xoY)-xry* 
The product of these, over R,, induces an isomorphism 
(2.5) 
k: (E OK K,)* z fl E$ c J(E). 
Jhl 
(2.6) 
To help the reader we indicate the fields and Galois groups considered 
diagrammatically 
* 1 
s 
-E--E, * 1 
I 
1 (8 N ,NP l 
r ‘K I ‘KP A 
Q ’ Q, ‘% 
s 
Moreover the embedding s: C, + Z yields an analogous embedding s: A -+ r. 
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Now let x E R,. Via the group embeddings we obtain a virtual character 
xv E R,, where xv@) = xts@N. xv is a character of A with values in E, 
corresponding to a (virtual) representation of A over l?. We now apply a 
second localisation procedure, this time on the values of xp. Let Y: E + E, be 
an embedding-not necessarily the same as S. We define XL by 
x;@) = x,tV = x(s@))~ E E,, 6EA 
Thus XL is a character of A corresponding to a virtual representation of A 
over E,. With the element a as in Proposition 2, the resolvent 
is thus defined. It is important to realise the distinct role of the two 
localisation procedures. 
For b a free generator of N @,r K, over KJ, and with (w} a right 
transversal of Gal(E/K) in Gal(E/Q) = C we define 
%,&J Ix)” = n (~Ix~-‘)~~ E n E$ c J(E), 0 R (2.8) 
where k was defined in (2.6). The following theorem then deals with the ‘p,- 
component of the idele (2.8). 
THEOREM 2. With a and b as in Proposition 2, and with r E R we have 
t’%,dbIx)kh, = W Kpl~t4~3 det,W 
where y E r depends on r, but not on x. Moreouer if a E Gal(E/Q) = 2 then, 
for some y, E r, 
t’%,db lx”-‘)ku)~, = t’%,db lx)“)%, d%W’. 
Proof. We begin by choosing a right transversal W of Gal(E/K) in Z:, 
used in (2.8), in a particular way. We start with a right transversal W, of 
Gal(E,/KJ in Z,. Then s(W,) is part of a right transversal of Gal(E/K) in 
Z, namely that covering the product set Gal(E/K) @,), and we enlarge it 
to a right transversal W. 
LEMMA. Is xE Im k, u E C, (x”)~# 1, (‘$3 = FD,), then u E 
Gal(E/K) s&J. 
Indeed (x”), = &,,-I)” for s ome 
above p, i.e., Fp”-’ 
6 E C,.Thus xIIOml# 1, whence ‘p”-’ lies 
= ‘pv for some y E Gal(E/K). Therefore cQvU = 9, i.e., 
ya E s(Z,) and cr = y-l. p has the required form. 
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To return to the proof of the theorem suppose that WKp,% is defined via the 
right transversal W, as above and R,o via the enlarged W. Then we shall 
show first of all that 
%,Q@ Mk>lQ = !JLp,&lX;)’ (2.9) 
By the lemma, 
((b(X”-‘)k”)s = 1 if w  E W, 0 & s( WY). (2.10) 
On the other hand if 6 E Z$ then (x”“‘)~ =x& Recall the definition of s @ 1 
(cf. (2.5)) and of k (cf. (2.6)). For y E (K,@, E)* we get (JJ”)~ =y(@). 
Combining these equations we see that 
((qXsW’)ksW)v = (~(X~h-‘)W9U~, 
oE w,. (2.11) 
We shall also show that 
(~Ixs(w)-‘)(s~l) = (alx;“-‘)e (2.12) 
Combining (2.10~(2.12) we then get (2.9). 
For (2.12) we may suppose that x’(~)-’ = Q is the character of a represen- 
tation T: r-+ GL,(E). We use the notation of Proposition 2. Summing over 
all 6 E A and all yi we get, from the proposition, 
(~(~)‘S’~‘) = (Det (C b”i’s(d) T(s(~))-’ T(yi))) ““) 
i,d 
(( 
Si;_Jl 
= Det c byr’S’S) T@(d))-’ T 
I.6 (4 ) 
I 
= Det 2 bY;‘“‘S%l)d 
( i.6 
(T(s(4)-’ T(Yi))‘) 
= Det (x d(T(s(d))-I)‘) 
6 
and this yields (2.12), and so (2.9). 
Next suppose we have a second right transversal W’ used to define 
!JIk, $J[x)~. We shall show that 
Wh(~ bdkh = PJb@ Ix)~>P, det,W” (2.13) 
for some y’ E r, independent of x. We get W’ by replacing each w  E W by 
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an element yo, y E Gal(E/K), where of course y depends on w. As k 
commutes with Gal(E/K) we get 
@lx” -‘V-‘)h’= (blXw-‘V-‘)Yk = (blX”-‘)k det,->(y)k 
(see (2.2) with appropriate change in notation). Thus for the new transversal 
we have to multiply the factor ((bl~“-‘)~“)n by (det,-l(y)k”)n. If w  @ s(W,) 
then by the lemma this multiplier is 1. On the other hand if w  = s(6), 6 E IV, 
then 
(det,-l(y)k”), = (detP-l(y)k)g = detP-l(y)” = detRw-l(y)WS = det,(y)s. 
Collecting all factors we get (2.13). By applying (2.13) twice we conclude 
moreover that it holds in fact for any pair W, W’ of right transversals. 
Any rER is of form r=~-‘OS, aEZ, and we have ‘$,=Fp”, and 
xn,= (Ye’), for x E J(E). Thus if R,o is defined via some right transversal 
W, not necessarily our initial “canonical” one, then 
PL,ap@ IX)kho, = e%,db Ix)““-‘>Tl = @Z,a(b lX”-‘)k)w 
where W&o is defined via the right transversal WC’. By (2.13) and the fact 
that de+-l(y)’ = det,(y)“-” = det,(y)‘, we get 
PK,&lx)‘h, = (%,dbix”-‘)kh det,(y) (2.14) 
for some y E K By (2.9) and (2.13) we get 
WK,db\x”~‘)kh = ‘%+,&lx”p~‘“) detp-Ws 
=W K,,~p(4xb) det,W’ 
and so by (2.14) 
for some y2 E r, as we had to show. 
Finally let p E Z. Then 
where 9I is defined via W and ‘W via Wp. Combining (2.13), (2.14) we get 
the last assertion of the theorem. 
The application of Theorem 2 in the proof of Theorem 1 is based on the 
exact formula we get now for characters x with det, = 1. Another application 
is to a new method of proof for the fundamental equation which connects the 
global adelic resolvent for a normal integral adelic basis and the global 
Galois Gauss sum (cf. [5]). This was originally proved essentially on a 
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global level. Elsewhere (cf. [7]) we have, however, established an equation 
between local resolvents and local GaloisGauss sums. Combining this with 
our Theorem 2 and with the local-global properties of Galois-Gauss sums 
we get again a proof for the global “resolvent-Galois-Gaussian” theorem. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM ~.DESCRIPTION OF BASIC INVARIANTS 
We introduce some further notations. Here r is always Hz”. Throughout 
we shall use the symbols o and u for the generators of r (cf. (1.2)). E is the 
identity character of r, (r and p are the quadratic characters with 
and 
a(f.0) = 1 =P(5), a(a) = -1 = #l?(o), (3.1) 
d=a+/?+ap+E. (3.2) 
Thus 6 is the character of the regular representation of the maximal Abelian 
quotient lab of r, lifted to r. Next 8 is the character of an irreducible 
symplectic representation T of r as given by (1.5). Thus 0 is induced from 
an Abelian character of (u), to be denoted by 4, where 
d(o) = 3, a primitive 2”-‘st root of 1. (3.3) 
Then Q(B) is the maximal real subfield of G(q). The prime 2 is totally 
ramified in both these fields, the prime ideals being 
2 = (1 - v) in G(q), 2+ = ((1 - q)(l -q-l)) in a(e). 
The symbol p will from now on denote the unique residue class character 
of order 2 mod(f?!+)* in Q(e) and v is the residue class character with 
conductor 8 in Q with ~(-1) = 1, i.e., for odd primes p, v(p) = (2/p). We 
shall assume the fields G(r), G(e) to be embedded once and for all in 2- 
adically complete fields G,(r7), Q,(e) an d we shall use the symbols 2, V, 0, p, 
u etc. also in the 2-adic sense. 
We define a surjection 
S: Homi(R,, U(E)) + fl, 
s(f) = w-m) dwm 
(3.4) 
where E is a field as in Section 1 (e.g., E = Q(e)), and v, 6,p, 0 defined 
above. Translating the results of 16, “Proposition”] into our language, i.e., 
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that developed in [5, Appendix] we see that Ker S = Ker q (cf. (1.7)) 
whence S induces the isomorphism (1.3). 
Proof of Proposition 1. Observe that 
Ifn>3thenp(x)=lforxaunitinQ,. (3.5) 
For, indeed now 2 s 0 (mod S!+‘) hence x z 1 (mod 2’ 2). If then SE Im t 
(cf. (1.8)) thenf(6)= l,f(@= fl, whence S(f)= 1. 
Let now r be represented as Galois group of a tame extension N/K. This 
being kept fixed we shall in the sequel omit explicit references to it in our 
notation for Gauss sums, root numbers, etc. We shall follow the description 
in [5, Section 91 of a suitable fE Homf (Rr, U(E)) representing the class 
u N,lY. All we shall need are the values f(0), andf(6), . For these we have 
Here rk) is the Galois-Gauss sum, W(x) the Artin root number, and 
%,,o(b]~) the norm resolvent for a suitable chosen free generator b of 
0 N,2 = ON 02 Z, over oK,Z r, viewed as an idele. We shall now transform 
these formulae. 
We first consider the prime divisors p of K above 2, and use the notations, 
definitions and results of Section 2. For each p choose a free generator a = ap 
of oNp over oK,,d,,, A,, being the local Galois group of N,/K,; then let b = b, 
be given as in Proposition 2. The norm resolvent factor in (3.6) is then 
~,W,,&,(X)*@, where k, = k was defined in (2.6). But by Theorem 2, and 
as for x = 6, 0 we have det, = E, the identity character, we can replace the 
factor !R,&&(x)~~ by )II Kp,&P(~J. The former lies in J(Qk)) and its 2- 
component is really evaluated as its !l3,-component. 
The choice of r is irrelevant here. For 2 has a unique prime divisor in 
Gk) and we may take our r as an extension of the fixed embedding 
G!C&) c C!!,(J). In other words, as already stated above, we view xp itself 
also as a 2-adic character. Again as det,= E it follows that 
n K,,dQPlXP) E Q,(XP)* cJ(Q,CJ)). Thus p(9I Kp,4@Pl ~,)I, e%p,Q(~Pl 6,)) 
are defined, for p above 2. These factors can thus be separated out from the 
expression for S(f) which we get from (3.4) and (3.6). 
The same conclusion applies to the Galois-Gauss sums. We use the local 
decomposition (cf. (5.1)). Again, as det, = E for x = 8,6, the 7k,,) are =l 
(cf. (5.8)) unless q is a prime divisor in K which is genuinely ramified in N, 
and in the latter case r(x,,) lies in G!k), and is a unit above 2 (cf. (5.9), 
(5.10)). Therefore ~($8,)) and v(s(6,)) are defined. Finally note that tWNIK is 
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represented by the map g, where g(6) = 1, g(B) = W(8). By (3.4) and (3.6) 
we thus have to establish the equation 
where p runs over the prime divisors of K above 2, q over the prime divisors 
of K ramified in N. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. COMPUTATIONS AND END 
We first introduce some additional notations for fixed subtields of 
subgroups of Gal(N/K) = r. We put 
L = h7(*), M = p=). (4.1) 
Thus M is the maximal Abelian extension of K in N. Also L/K is quadratic, 
N/L is cyclic, If n > 3 this characterises L uniquely, while for n = 3 this may 
be any one of the three quadratic extensions of K in N. 
We first consider prime divisors q of K which are genuinely ramified in N. 
1. Suppose q splits in some quadratic extension L’ of K in N. If q is non- 
ramified in M then ~(8,) = 1, otherwise 47(Q) = v(Nq). 
Proof: t(4) only depends on the behaviour of q in M. If q is non- 
ramified in M then, as det, = E we know that $8,) = 1. In the other case two 
of the three characters a4, 8, and (a&, coincide, and this character---denoted 
by &-is totally ramified quadratic, and 6, = 2& + 2s,. Hence 
7(&J = t(<,)* = Nq . &f-l) = (-l/Nq) Nq. As ~(-1) = 1 we get the result. 
II. Let n > 3 and suppose that q splits in L but is genuinely ramified in 
M. Then v(7(6,)) = 1. 
ProoJ The hypothesis implies that every prime divisor Q of q in L is 
totally ramified in N, whence Nq = NQ = 1 (mod 2”-‘), i.e., Nq s 1 (mod 8). 
Now apply 1. 
III. Suppose q is inert in some quadratic extension L’ of K in N and 
genuinely ramified in M. Then 7(6,) = Nq. For n > 3, v(r(8,)) = 1 and 
L’=L. 
ProoJ If n = 3 we may suppose that L’ = L while, if n > 3, the 
hypothesis implies that the decomposition group of q in r is the whole of r. 
The inertia group is a normal, cyclic subgroup with cyclic quotient, i.e., is 
(a). Hence indeed L’ = L. 
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As (a) is the inertia group, the character $4 restricted to the inertia group 
coincides with #, i.e., has order 2”-‘. On the other hand the cotransfer of 4, 
to Z is the non-ramified character p,. Now interpret these facts, viewing $, as 
a character of LT. Then we see firstly that 4, gives rise to a residue class 
character of order 2”-’ module the maximal ideal qL, and secondly that 4, is 
trivial on the residue classes coming from K,, i.e., that #f”” = E. Therefore 
(see also, e.g., [4]) 
Nq = --I (mod 2n-1). (4.2) 
Take now L’ = L. Hypothesis III implies that aq is ramified, and that p, is 
the non-ramified quadratic character. Therefore by (5.2), (5.7), (5.8) and 
(5.9), writing 3, for the local absolute different, we get 
r@,) = +,)’ P,P,q)-’ P,PJ 
= (-1) r(a,)’ = (-1)(-l/Nq) Nq, 
as P,(q)-’ = -1. By (4.2), (-l/ZVq) = -1 and thus r(6,) = Nq. Finally if 
n > 3 then by (4.2) v(Nq) = 1. 
We now turn to 19. 
IV. Zf n > 3 then ~(6,)) = 1. 
For, $6,) is rational (cf. (8]), so IV is a consequence of (3.5). 
V. Let n = 3. Zf q is non-ramzjled in M then p(~(0,)) = 1. Otherwise 
P(r(RJ) = w0 
Proof: Let L, denote the local extension corresponding to L. Assume 
first that q splits in L, i.e., that L, = K,. Without loss of generality this 
covers the case when q is non-ramified in M. Now the local Galois group 
over K, is a subgroup of (o), whence 
and so by (5.2) and (5.9) 
ruJ,) = m 4,(-l >. 
If q is non-ramified in M then the residue class character induced by 6, is of 
order 2, and so dg(-1) = (-l/Nq), otherwise it is of order 4, i.e., Nq z 1 
(mod 4) and 4,(-l) = v(Nq). In the first case r(6,) = (-l/Nq) Nq 3 1 
(mod 4), i.e., p(r(f3,)) = 1. In the second case 
p(+%J) = NW/P(v(Nq)) = p(v(Nq)) = v(W. 
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Next assume q is inert in L, i.e., L, = Kg(dl”), d a unit at q. Let ws be the 
standard additive character of K, and let c E e, (c) = D, . q. Then by (5.5) 
where a and b run over complete sets of representatives of (oK,Jq)*, and of 
(on-.,/q), respectively. As $&a) = 1 for all a, one easily deduces that 
#J = m d@“‘>. 
But (see (4.2)), Nq = -1 (mod 4), and 
d&f’/‘) = (-])Nq+ ‘V4 
Now (-l)Nq+ U4 = v(Nq). The induction formula (cf. (5.3)) for 6, gives 
~(0,) = r@&(q+J = P,(q) Wq) Nq = --VW4 Nq. 
Hence 
PW,)) = p(--Nql&O’q)) = p(Wq)) = WO 
We now collect the information we have obtained so far. We have covered 
all possible cases. By I-V, 
WtJ) PW,)) = 1 
except when n > 3 and q is totally ramified in L. In this case 
v(t(S,)) = v(Nq), while p(r(8,)) = 1. In evaluating the part of the left-hand 
side of (3.7) coming from Gauss sums we are thus left with lJ v(Nq) = 
r(n Nq), the product extending over the prime divisors of the relative 
discriminant b(L/K). In other words, we have 
VI. With q running over the prime divisors of K ramified in N we have 
We now turn to the divisors p of 2 in K. We fix a prime divisor of N 
above p, again denoting it by p and let d(c r) be Gal(N,/K,). We also fix a 
free generator a, of oNp over oKl(d) and we assume 
t N,,KpW = 1 (4.3) 
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for its trace. If N, contains the non-ramified quadratic extension of K,, which 
we shall denote by F,, then we write 
t,vplPpap = 5, NFplRpcp = ep (4.4) 
(Nf g*p the norm). Note that c,, eP are units. 
VII. If Q splits in M then 
SAP, &J 8,) = 1: 
otherwise 
v(91n,p,.,i,z(a,16,)) = $1 - 4tKp,,Curep) = W,p~lc.2(1 - Je,)). 
ProoJ If Q splits in M then 6, = 4cp, whence (a,\&) = (tNdKKpup)4 = 1. As 
6, is rational also CnKp,j~(uP~BP) = 1. If on the other hand M,= F, then 
6, = 2~~ + 25,, &, the non-ramified quadratic character, and 
(UpI ~p)*‘plKp = (@,I &JC.p,Kp)2~ 
where we have indicated the reference fields of the resolvents. By (4.4) the 
conjugate of c, over K, is 1 - c,, whence 
(c,~~,)’ = (cp - (I - c,))’ = 1 - 4e,. 
As 6, is rational 
%p,Qz(apl 4) = NKpIQ2(a,I S,> 
=N Kp,Q2(l - 4e,) = 1 - 4tKdo2e, (mod 81, 
whence the result. 
VIII. If Q splits in M, then 
PP Kp,l&PI %J) = 1. 
Proof: Now A c (a’). Hence for all 6 E A. 
qi(6) = 1 (mod 2’) 
(f? and L?’ defined in Section 3). We now have 
(%lh> = T a,“f$W’ = 1 + y a,S(@,(d)-’ - l), 
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by (4.3). As S,, = #p + (; ‘, we deduce that 
WV = @,lf4J(%ldp’) 
= 1 + c a*@(d) + $(S)-’ - 2) + c asay( - l)@(y) - 1). 
SEA S.vsA 
But 
m + fwY - 2 =-Km-’ - lM4 - 1119 
(q+(d)-’ - l)@(y) - 1) 3 0 (mod 2”), 
whence, taking congruences in a suitable extension of Q,(e), 
(apI 0,) E 1 (mod !24 = 2 + *). 
Therefore also 
R Kp,Q2(~PI 0,) = 1 mod 2 + *I9 
which implies the assertion. 
IX. Suppose p is inert in some quadratic extension F of K in N. If n = 3 
or F#L then 
0) PC%+, s2 (~,I%N = 41 - 4fKp15& 
otherwise 
(4 PC% K,,da,l 6)) = 1. 
Proof If n = 3 we may in any case assume F # L. Thus for (i) our 
hypothesis is that A = (a), whence L, = K,, M, = F,, Again 8, = #P + #;I, 
where now #, is a primitive character of (a); say, #,(a) = v-l. Summing over 
6 E (0’) we get from (4.4) 
Write, for short, 
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Taking congruences in some extension field of Q&%), we get 
g(o) = 0 (mod f?‘), 
as 6 E (a’). Hence 
g(9)&-‘) =g(4) +gW’) = v&9 + Ir-‘g(#-‘) = 0 (mod 2”) (4.6) 
From (4.4)-(4.6) we now deduce that 
@,lQ = (q,l$,)@,l4;‘) = 1 - 2e,+ e&v + ~‘1 (mod e”), (4.7) 
when A = (a). 
Take first the case n = 3. Then q + q-I = 0, IZ4 = (4). Therefore, by (4.7) 
91 K,,Q2(~pl 0,) = NKplq( 1 - 2e,) = 1 - 2fKpllQep (mod 4). 
But p is now the primitive residue class character mod 4 and so for x E B z, 
we have p( 1 - 2x) = v( 1 - 4x). Hence 
PC1 - 2~Kp,Q~J = v(l - %p,&J’ 
This gives (i) in the case n = 3. 
Next if n > 3. then 
2-o and rl+rl - ’ s < + r-m ’ (mod 2”) 
for any conjugate r of q over Q. Hence by (4.7) 
‘iRKp,,~Z(upI~p) = 1 + (a + ‘I,‘)~,,,,~Q (mod Q4 = C+‘). 
Thus p(%K,,o,(a,]8,)) = 1 precisely when txp,%ep s 0 (mod 2), i.e., when 
v( I - 41,,, ,n2ep) = 1. We have thus established (i). 
For (ii) we may suppose that A = (o), and we have F, = L,. Now 
8, = xP + x; ‘, where xP is an Abelian character of A with x,(o) = i = (- 1)“‘. 
From (4.4) we now get, modulo 2, 
(u,Jj&J E Q, + a;* - i(a,, + u;‘y 
= c, - ic; E c, + i( 1 - c,). 
But as n > 3, we have 2 E 0 (mod S!+‘), whence (a,\@,) E c: + (1 - c,)’ z 1 
(mod I!!+*). Hence also R 
Now we collect all 
qp,o~(a,) 6,) z 1 (mod I! “), as we had to show. 
the information from VII-IX. We get 
X. With p in n running over all prime divisors of K above 2, and in 
lJ* only over those inert in L, we have 
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n @Kp,Q2(~PI 4)) (~Kp,Q2(%I %)) = l if n=3 
= n* u(NKdQ2(1 - 4eJ) if 12 > 3. 
But now we get 
XI. Let L = K(d”*), d a unit at all prime divisors above 2. Then 
n* WIcp,cJl - 4e,)) = 4N,,,4 
Proof. If p is inert in L then indeed L, = K,((l - 4e,)“‘), whence 
(1 -4e,).d;‘EK,**, and so 
WKp,~,U - 4e,)) = vWxp,~2 d,)- 
On the other hand if p splits in L then d, E Kp*‘, and so 
O+m$J = 1. 
Therefore with fl running over all p above 2, 
n* ~VKp,~Q2(l - 4e,N = n OKpI~t~2 4) 
= ” n h&,,~u#p 
( 1 
= ~~4wd)- 
We can now conclude the proof of (3.7) and hence of Theorem 1. For 
n = 3 this is immediate from VI and X. For n > 3 it follows from VI, X and 
XI that the left-hand side in (3.7) is 
WWIK)) vW,,od)- 
But 
N,,,d E (A 1) Nb(L/K)) mod Q**, 
and so indeed (3.7) also holds in this case. 
5. COMPENDIUM ON LOCAL GALOIS-GALJSS SUMS 
The basic reference for this section is [S]. First let N/K be a normal 
extension of numberfields, and x a character of the Galois group. Then 
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the product running over all finite prime divisors of K, with xP the restriction 
of x to the local Galois group at p. 
Now consider a normal extension E/F of local fields with Galois group A. 
E of finite degree over 0$,, p finite. Then the local Galois-Gauss sum t as a 
function on (virtual) characters of A is additive, i.e., 
and the values on characters of representations are nonzero algebraic 
integers. 
If Z is a subgroup of A, L = E’, x a character of C, E the identity 
character of C, x*, * E the induced characters of A then 
r(j*) = 7(&*)deg(X) r(x), (5.3) 
where degk) is the degree. If further C is normal in A, 4 a character of A/C 
lifted to a character 4’ of A then 
Now assume x to be an Abelian character of A, viewed via class field 
theory as an Abelian character of F *. Suppose first that x is ramified, with 
the valuation ideal pF as conductor, i.e., tamely ramified. Let o, be the 
valuation ring, BF the different of F over QP and c an element of F* with 
(c) = YD,p,. Then 
r(x) = C x(uc- ‘) ~F(uc- ‘), 
the sum extending over a complete set {u ) of representatives in o, of 
(oF/pF)*. Here tqF is the standard additive character of F, given by 
where w  is defined on Q, by the composition 
R, C the fields of real and of complex numbers. 
Next if x is non-ramified, Abelian then it can be viewed as a function of 
the fractional ideals of D,, and we have the formula 
7(4x) = x(%PF)- ’ 7W (5.7) 
641/12/4-6 
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with x, 4 Abelian, x non-ramified, 4 genuinely ramified. Moreover now by 
definition, 
dx) = xm- ’ 
By (5.2) this extends to the formula 
zCy> = det#,)-’ (5.8) 
for any non-ramified character. 
From (5.5) one gets for a ramified Abelian character x the formula 
7~)7(p)=Np,. x(-l). (5.9) 
Finally we consider Galois action on the rCy). We only need a special 
case: 
If det, = E is the identity character then 
(5.10) 
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